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photographer. My images are created with love and attention
to detail. My photographic subjects are varied. Some pictures
tell stories and others show images within images…
Anne is a highly talented photographer who produces
wonderful prints; come along to find out for yourself…

Contemporary Group
As a new year opens there are many new
horizons for us to explore. However we all
need inspiration.

To help, the group

constantly seeks fresh ideas and ways of
seeing whether from 'outside sources' or
from the work of our members. Sharing
work, whether finished or 'in progress', in a
supportive environment is an
t co
-i n for Pri n
F inal hand

no
mpe ti ti on

excellent

3!

the

Royal

British

gaining

judgmental, yet we offer advice
and without the competitive
urge to 'win' there's a very free

We meet on Thursday 7 February at 7.30
at

of

As you know we are non-

Contemporary Group
pm

way

helpful comment and direction.

spirit of experimentation and

Legion,

adventure. We want you to

Cornmeadow Lane, WR3 7RL. (See right)

express how you feel about a
subject through the medium of

All members are welcome. £2 inc

photography.

refreshments. Bar also available.
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Tessa Mills FRPS

CPG (cont)

GB Cup 2019

Susan Sontag quotes in her book 'On

In the Nature Cup we were joint 14th out of 96 clubs with a score of 115 – last year we

Photography' : -

scored 133!

'The ultimate wisdom of the photographic
image is to say , "There is the surface. Now
think, or rather feel, intuit - what is beyond it,

In the Open Cup we ended up joint 31st out of 68 clubs with a score of 161 – this was a
small improvement over last year. Still – we fared better than Cheltenham who were
last! Judy Knights

what the reality must be like if it looks this
way" '.

Nature Cup – the 10 images that counted

Open Cup – all images entered counted to

towards our final score are as follows:-

the final score –

Covent Garden Market in London. At the

Orangutan Female with Juvenile, Eric

Bleak Power, Jane Winter, 13

time of taking her thoughts were:-

Williams,13

Top Dog, Malcolm Haynes, 12

Armadillidium Vulgare, Douglas Gregor, 12

Geothermal Power, Paul Mann, 12

Eagles fighting, Duncan Locke, 12

Camargue Canter, Barrie Glover, 12

flower-market in London is selling hundreds

Polar Bear Drying Off, Duncan Locke,12

Sea Stacks, Paul Mann, 12

of cheap imported university fleeces.

Pelecanus Occidentalis, Eric Williams, 11

In the Ice Cave, Duncan Locke, 11

Ruff Pair, Barrie Glover, 11

In A Spin, Chris Ford, 11

Running Impala, Eric Williams, 11

Stars & Stripes, Judy Knights, 11

Osprey, Bob Tunstall, 11

The Lady of the House, Mike Troth, 11

Tessa's image on page 1 was taken in

'Where are the flowers? The most famous

Visitors must have a warped notion of British
life - or do they ?'

Clive's vision of conflagration is from his Aurora Borealis at Stocksnes, Paul Mann,11

View From Brooklyn Bridge, Paul Mann, 10

series 'Bonfire of The Vanities'.

Cheers, Sue Abbot, 10

Waxwing on Roan,Barrie Glover,11

Serenity, Jayne Winter, 9
Defender of Machines, Mike Troth, 9
Hard to Breathe, Mike Troth, 9
Into the Unknown, Janet Sprason, 9

We look forward to seeing your versions of
reality at Thursday's Contemporary Group .
Do share your work, whether complete or
'in progress', with us at our usual venue,
Claines Royal British Legion, Cornmeadow

Cheers, Sue Abbott

Lane, Worcester, at 7.30pm.

Lady of the House, Mike Troth

Invitation

As a reminder, please have a maximum of ten
images or prints as your principal discussion
material. PDIs - please place these ten images into
Folder 'A' with your name attached. If you would
like to show more, create a second folder labelled
'B' also with your name. This gives a 'main' and
'reserve' set for the session. Should you wish to
show an AV of modest length, please do so, (up to
an absolute maximum of 7 minutes).

AV Workshop 6th February 2019 (14.00)
An invitation has been extended to WCC AV group members to what is intended to be a
fun-filled and entertaining afternoon.
WAVG will be screening the entries from Essex and Leeds AV groups from this year's
'Three Way Battle' contest. The entries will be unveiled and "judged" by members of
WAVG; there will be seven sequences to view from each club.
If you would like to see these AV competition entries and join in the fun then please turn

Please let Clive know if you are contributing up and of course, bring a friend, or even a friend of a friend. All are welcome and coffee,
images (prints, PDI or AV). JPEGs with a maximum tea and sometimes posh biscuits are provided!
size of 1600(w) x 1200(h) pixels, please.
Some members from WCC are also members of WAVG so you will be among friends.

Tessa and Clive. We meet at Wribbenhall Community Centre, Shaw Hedge Road, Bewdley, DY12 1EX
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Meet the committee - Nick Baldwin, Club Secretary
I joined the Club in November 2017, primarily because I want to improve my photography skills. Soon after
joining I entered a couple of pictures into the PDI competition and got some good feedback. This reassured
me that I was on the way to getting better.
Towards the end of March 2018, the Chair, Eric Williams, started asking for someone to volunteer to become
Club Secretary. He was clearly having trouble finding a volunteer, so I stepped forward. I didn’t really know
what the job involved but thought it can’t be difficult. More importantly I thought it was important to give
something back to the Club, as I was learning so much.
Now I know the Secretary has 4 main roles. The Secretary is one of the primary points of contact for the Club. They provide a link
between Committee members, Club members,
potential

Club

organisations.

members
They

and

organise

external
Committee

meetings, book rooms, prepare agendas, take
and circulate meeting minutes. And they work
with the Chair to organise the AGM, prepare the
agenda, manage the process of nominating
Committee

members,

take

and

circulate

minutes.
I am an enthusiastic walker and always carry my
camera when I walk. This way I get to see some
great views but has the downside of having to
take pictures in the light when I’m there rather
than waiting for better light.

Many Club

members have given me good advice on
improving my pictures by adding drama, turning
them into black & white, creating panoramas
and encouraging me to take wildlife pictures.
I’m currently working on my submission for the
Club’s general diploma.

Marmot

Dream Lake
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Slater Bridge

Nick Baldwin.
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White Cottage

Dates for the diary

Competitions &
exhibitions

The PhotoSpace Ludlow.
February

Remember MidPhot!

9

to

Regularities"
Photography Show Canon prize draw.

March

10 Feb Hanbury Hall Welly Walk. Walk off
9,

Photographs

"Irregular
by

those

seasonal

indulgences,

enjoy

Tottie

beautiful views and learn more about the

Aarvold Wednesday - Saturday, 10:30 -

history and ongoing restoration of the park

4:30, Gallery 1, Quality Square, Ludlow.

from our knowledgeable guides.

106th Southampton International

Private View, Friday 8 February, 5pm to

Closes 10 February.

8pm Wine and refreshments You are very

11 February Please note that the WWT

welcome.

Droitwich talk by Andrew Fusek Peters we

Lensculture portrait awards Closes 20 Feb. Ludlow 7 Exhibition 9 Feb - 9 Mar

previously

Free ebook Portrait Photography guide to

postponed due to illness. (You may also be
7

download (will add you to maillist).

Feb

Photo

London

Documenting

featured

has

had

to

be

interested in this inspiring talk…)

Communities
16 &

Smethwick AV close 9 March

17 February The

Commandery living History
weekend. Also Tudor House.

5 to 8 Bridgend 5to8 Photoharmony
Competition 18 March 2019 Bridgend

14-24 February Look out for

Camera Club Entry deadline: 18 February

other

interesting

and

potentially

i-Phone awards closes 31 March 2019

photogenic
British Wildlife Photography Awards close

Love Worcester

6 April.

Heritage
Festival events

One Shot Street - $6000 in cash prizes

including at the

Lifestyle (urban scenery) Closes 28 Feb.

Cathedral..
17 February CarterArt Aurora Workshop.

Belfast Photo Festival closes 8 March
7 February - 24 March,
BioPhoto Contest 2019

Biomes

Deadline 31 March.

International

- Print Exhibition 161 opening in Bristol at
The Royal Photographic Society. (Mar-

18 February Free tour of the medical
Museum, WRH.

May in Birmingham) 100 striking images by
photo competition close 54 photographers from across the globe,
the IPE captures a powerful snapshot of
8pm 1 March. Prizes.
Wintry Canals

21 Feb Paul Reas Artist talk and book
signing at Martin Parr Foundation, Bristol.

trends in photography today. Documenting
Cityscapes - win equipment Closes 31 Mar. landscape and science, sharing deeply
personal stories, or commenting on
Worcestershire Wildlife Trust calendar politics, heritage and matters of identity,
the photographers selected represent a
comp .

16 March RAF Museum Night Shoot - see
next page.
21 March Martin Parr Photobiography @

great variety of photographic practices.

Martin Parr Artist talk.

9 February 5:30 pm - 9:00 pm Lantern

More photo-opps & walks in a good cause

Walk at Croome in aid of St Richard’s

Saturday 30 March

Hospice. Registration will be at 4:45pm at

Magical Waterfalls Walk and

the Croome Visitor Centre to start the walk

Saturday 18th May 2019

promptly at 5:30pm. Booking required.

Malvern Hills Walk (St Richard’s Hospice).

Cheltenham Salon closes 1 April. FIAP,
GPU, PSA, PAGB.
Leicestershire exhibition closes 9 March.

Other news

BPE
VECC closes 28 Feb

MCPF News February

Basingstoke closes 2 March
Image 19 S Birmingham closes 3 March

RPS new home opens this week in Bristol.
Getting there and further info.

PAGB News 223

Robin Hood closes 20 April.
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Lights, Camera, Take-off!
...to the RAF Museum Night Shoot!
Date: 16 March 2019 Time: 5.00pm to 9.00pm Cost: £25 per person (Over 16’s only)
Photographers are being given the unique opportunity to capture rare images of the Royal Air Force Museum Cosford’s external aircraft
collection during an exclusive Photography Night Shoot. Taking place on Saturday 16 March, just 200 places are available for the
nighttime aircraft event and tickets are selling fast!
The Museum has teamed up with Threshold Aero, specialists in aviation night shoot photography, to deliver this brand-new event.
Aircraft including the Bristol Britannia 312 and the Hawker Siddeley Nimrod R.Mk.1 will be lit with LED lights, giving photographers the
chance to capture shots of the aircraft in their Museum setting, showcased like never before.
The Night Shoot will commence at 5.00pm allowing those attending the chance to capture images in changing lighting conditions at
sunset, before the light fades and after dark. The illuminated aircraft are guaranteed to provide a spectacular photo opportunity.
Eight historic aircraft from the RAF Museum’s collection will be illuminated for the evening, ranging in size from the single seat fighter
Hawker Siddeley Hunter F6A to the giant long range airliner Vickers VC10 C1K. Other highlights will include the Hawker Siddeley
Dominie T.Mk.1, Lockheed Hercules C130K Mk3 and the Lockheed SP-2h Neptune. As a special addition to the event, the Scottish
Aviation Jetstream T Mk1, usually housed inside Hangar 1, will be displayed outside the hangar, giving photographers another aircraft to
capture on the night.
RAF Museum Cosford Public Events Manager, Abi Betteridge said: “We’re excited to be showcasing our iconic aircraft in a completely
different light for this brand-new event which we hope will appeal to photographers and aviation fans alike. You don’t need to be a
professional photographer to enjoy the Night Shoot, it’s suitable for all abilities and there will be a team from Threshold Aero, Museum
Staff and Volunteers on hand throughout the evening to provide assistance. So far the interest has been incredible with over a third of
the tickets already gone in just under a week.”
Event organisers are confident the Night Shoot will not only appeal to photographers but also aviation fans who want to enjoy exclusive
after-hours access to view the aircraft in a different light. Tickets to the Photography Night Shoot event are now available to purchase
in advance via the Museum website and cost £25 per person (including onsite parking fee). Ticket holders must be aged 16 years and
over.
Thanks to Terry Wells for the heads-up on this interesting event. NB Hi-vis vest or jacket compulsory; please take your own refreshments.
Do send in any information you come across on other events that might be of interest to club members!

Explore the archives
A few aviation and aerial photography sites for the enthusiasts to check out… NB on Flickr
you can search for public domain and copyright-free/Creative Commons photos if you’re
looking for pics to use in e.g. an AV. Why not have a browse…
● SDASM on Flickr
● Lots to explore on the RAF Museum’s site photographic collections, online exhibitions
& archives….
● Britain from Above (recognise the place?)
● A historic story from the Smithsonian Air &
Space Museum; see their extensive archives.
Hawker Siddeley MR Mk 1 Nimrod
San Diego Air and Space Museum Archive (SDASM)

● Pre-1914 aviation in Britain or a brief history
of drones in the IWM’s archices.
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Members’ Miscellany
15 members contributed work across a tremendous range of topics and styles to last week’s programme; here’s just a small selection of
the images enjoyed as a reminder of a very varied evening. Thanks again to all - presenters , tech team and organisers!

Colin Nash, Bolivia

Further Information on Ultraviolet Photography
General: Wikipedia; Adrian Davies; Imaging the invisible; UV photography; PotIW blog; Savazzi.
Underwater UV Fluorescence – BBC – Chris Packham – Nature’s Weirdest Events:
Camera Conversion:- Advanced Camera Services
Duncan Locke, UV photography.

Derek Skinner, Cycling with my camera

Ruth Bourne, The Numinous

Janet Sprason, Personal Journey through Photography
Steven Mera, Wild Atlantic Way

Barrie Glover, Deserts in Bloom
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Mike Henley, All Sorts

Eric Williams, Lake District

Peter Young, The Life of a National Trust Volunteer Photographer

Jeff Steady, Wildlife
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Barrie’s Brrrr!
A chilly set from Barrie Glover ARPS, DPAGB, BPE4, WSDP2. Have you been out and about with your camera?
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